Hand Knotted Rugs Quality, Materials & Durability

MODERN NATURE DESIGN uses only the finest WOOL available in the world - long fiber
highland virgin Tibetan wool. No recycled wool (which is duller and more brittle) is ever
used. Virgin long fiber Tibetan wool is extremely durable and it has a uniquely beautiful
rich texture.
All of the wool for our area rugs comes from the Tibetan highlands. Tibetan sheep live
in very high altitudes of around 11,000 feet where it is very cold. Consequently, their
wool is very rich in lanolin - a waxy substance that protects the sheep against the cold.
The high lanolin content gives Tibetan wool great tensile strength, a special luster,
long durability and stain resistance. The lanolin serves as a natural “scotchguard” to
repel stains, liquid and dirt.
All of the wool used in our rugs is carded (separated and aligned into parallel
strands) completely by hand using wood and metal brush-like instruments. This assures
that the wool retains all of its desired properties, such as its lanolin. After hand
carding, our Tibetan wool is spun into threads by hand. No machine ever touches MND’s
rugs’ material. Carding and spinning machines pull and strip the wool of its oils and
lanolin. These automated processes weaken and compromise the fibers of the wool.
Because each thread is individually different in our hand carded/hand spun rugs, the
rugs have a beautiful texture and character that cannot be achieved with machine
carded/spun wool threads.
SILK is a natural fiber with rich, saturated colors, and a distinctive, almost translucent
luster. All the silk for our rugs comes from China, the finest silk production center in
the world. The silk used our rugs is 100% natural Grade A silk. Synthetic or inferior
quality silk is never used or blended in. MND purchases only the finest, highest quality
silk which has more luster, absorbs dyes more thoroughly and consistently and retains
its color and brilliance.
Real silk is extremely high in tensile strength, exceeding that of nylon. Like wool, silk
can be washed to look new again even after many years of use. There are many silk rugs
in great condition that are hundreds of years old.
Modern Nature Design uses the highest quality VISCOSE. Our viscose looks like silk
and is extremely durable. MND wool and viscose rugs are used extensively in high
traffic applications such as hotel lobbies without any problems whatsoever. Our viscose
cleans very well, but the correct techniques must be used. Please refer to our detailed
Care and Cleaning Instructions.
TENCEL® also looks like silk and is even more durable than viscose. Tencel® has the
advantage that the fibers maintain their integrity much better when wet. TENCEL® will
not bunch up and flatten when wet. TENCEL® fibers un-bunch as they dry, allowing the
fibers to return to their original form. Tencel® is inherently very strong and wears
extremely well over time.
In commercial applications, hand knotted rugs are the best investments due to their
outstanding durability – resulting in that they do not have to replaced nearly as often
and they continue to look great deep into their life cycles. Hand knotted rugs can be
washed completely (by rug cleaning professionals) to remove dirt and stains. Machine
made and hand tufted rugs cannot be washed in the same way because their backings
warp.
Finally, hand-knotted rugs are true works of art. They are the best of the best in floor
coverings.
Nothing else compares in terms of workmanship, skill and artistic
achievement - making the hand-knotted rug something that bring joy to its owners.

